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a b s t r a c t

A study of 103 extensional faults hosted by fine grained carbonates in western Sinai, Svalbard and Oman
reveals that faults vary geometrically between simple cores and cores comprising fault splays, lenses,
segment linkages and overlap structures. Fault core rocks are typically carbonate breccias, carbonate and
shale gouge, shale smear, secondary calcite cement and veins, and host rock lenses.

There is a significant scatter in the core thickness for any given displacement, but the overall pattern is
that the thickness increases with displacement. This increase best fits a power law function (0.29D0.56)
that describes a gradual decrease in the thickness/displacement relationship for increasing slip along
faults. In more detail, the general function can be seen as the sum of two (power law) trend lines; the
first representing thin localized fault cores with generally simple and planar geometry, the second
representing thicker fault cores with complex geometry of lenses and overlap structures and with fault
rock membranes.

Thestudied faults showasignificant change incompositionandgeometry fromsmall (0e1m), tomoderate
(1e10m)and to large offset faults (10e400m). Theoverall pattern is that fault initiates as fracturesfilledwith
calcite veins and thin shear fractures that hosts gouge membranes. With increased fault offset, complexity
increaseswith breakdownof veins,more extensive fault rockmembranes, and a trend towards development
of lenses.Whenoffset exceeds 100m, cores becomecomplex,withmultiple slip zones, cementedbreccia and
shale smearmembranes, and various types of lenses.We envision that the fault development as reflected by
offset is dominated by forces (extension, compression) acting in the fault, mechanical heterogeneity of wall
rocks, the core lithologies and their developing rheology, and especially geometric effects arising from fault
irregularities.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Characterization and quantification of fault zones in outcrops is
a fundamental requirement for modelling and forecasting structural
reservoir heterogeneity in carbonate reservoirs. Key parameters for
fault characterization include fault thickness, composition, geom-
etry and displacement (e.g. Yielding et al., 1997; Manzocchi et al.,
1999; Braathen et al., 2009). A fault can be defined as a zone of
focused deformation that can be subdivided into domains/sub-
zones termed “core” and “damage zone(s)” (e.g. Chester and Logan,
1986). Alternatively, a fault can be considered an array of hard-
linked and soft-linked fault segments of various scales that affect
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a restricted rock volume or “fault envelope” (e.g. Peacock, 2002;
Childs et al., 2009; Braathen et al., 2009). Descriptions of fault cores
(e.g. Caine et al., 1996; Childs et al., 1996; Lindanger et al., 2007;
Bonson et al., 2007; Wibberley et al., 2008; Bastesen et al., 2009;
Braathen et al., 2009) show a number of recurring elements such
as slip surfaces, fracture/deformation band sets, fault rocks (gouge,
breccias and cataclasites), shale smears, and lenses of protolith or
fault rock. Bulk strain of the core is semi-penetrative to penetrative,
and core elements in most cases exhibit significantly altered fluid
conductivity compared to the host rock fromwhich they are derived.
In contrast, bulk strain in the damage zones flanking the core is non-
penetrative and hosts discrete structures including minor faults,
fractures and/or deformation band sets. Studies addressing the
width of the fault zone envelope vs. fault displacement have
revealed a substantial degree of variation and uncertainty (e.g. Hull,
1988; Knott, 1994; Shipton et al., 2006; Childs et al., 2009). In most
cases the thickness/displacement ratio (T/D) shows that thickness
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varies by up to three orders of magnitude for a given displacement,
reflecting the geometric complexity arising from the presence of
linked and unlinked segments (Childs et al., 2009).

In this paper we present characteristics and scaling laws for
faults in fine grained carbonates. The dataset includes 103 faults
described using the fault facies characterization concept (Braathen
et al., 2009). Fault facies refers to any feature or rock body
deriving its properties from tectonic deformation (Tveranger et al.,
2005), and includes the main elements such as lenses, membranes
and fractures. Fault facies can be characterized in terms of dimen-
sions, geometry, internal structure and petrophysical properties,
thus facilitating quantification, pattern recognition and statistical
handling of structural elements in fault envelopes (Tveranger et al.,
2005; Braathen et al., 2009). In the present study we have defined
fault facies according to composition and geometry. Fault core
geometry and distribution of fault facies are analysed in relation to
the T/D ratio as established for each studied fault.

Fault architecture and related fluid flow properties in carbonate
rocks have in the last years received increased attention (e.g.
Agosta and Kirschner, 2003; Cello et al., 2003; Micarelli et al., 2003;
Storti et al., 2003; Labaume et al., 2004; Agosta and Aydin, 2006;
Graham Wall et al., 2006; Bonson et al., 2007; Benedicto et al.,
2008; Bastesen et al., 2009; Putz-Perrier and Sanderson, 2010).
However, studies addressing scaling relationships of faults in such
rocks are scarce, and restricted to faults with small displacements
(Billi et al., 2003; Micarelli et al., 2006; Soliva and Benedicto, 2005),
or case studies (Micarelli et al., 2003; Agosta and Aydin, 2006;
Bonson et al., 2007; Bastesen et al., 2009). In this paper we
present a database of extensional faults from shallow buried
(<2 km) carbonates from three different regions: western Sinai
(Egypt), Central Spitsbergen, Svalbard (Arctic Norway), and Central
Oman (Adams Foothills). The bulk of the data were collected in
western Sinai, whereas data from Spitsbergen and Oman were
collected for comparison purposes (i.e. different tectonic regimes
and/or protoliths). All three areas exhibit thick successions of
sedimentary carbonates which are truncated by well exposed
extensional faults at different scales, with fault displacements
ranging from a few centimetres to several hundred metres. In Sinai
(e.g. Moustafa, 2004) and Spitsbergen (e.g. Steel and Worsley,
1984; Maher and Braathen, in press), faulting is related to
regional rifting events, whereas in Oman, extensional faults are
found along the crest of regional anticlines and domes, of which
the folding is controlled by deep-seated thrusting and salt move-
ments (e.g. Hanna, 1990). Protoliths range from massive homoge-
nous limestone to layered heterogeneous shale-rich carbonates
and marls.

2. Terminology

The studied fault cores exhibit several fault core facies associa-
tions (Braathen et al., 2009), which allow an identification and
a description of fault facies using lithology and fault core geometry
as descriptive parameters. Lithologically, fault core facies associa-
tions can be subdivided into shale smear (SS) (Lindsay et al., 1993;
Yielding et al., 1997), carbonate breccia (CB) (Billi, 2005; Micarelli
et al., 2003, 2006), secondary calcite (SCa) (Benedicto et al.,
2008), or composite cores; the latter displaying two or all three
fault core facies associations (Fig. 1).

The fault rocks observed in the present study formed at shallow
depths and at low temperature, and in most cases bear resem-
blance to the primary non-cohesive breccia series described by
Sibson (1977) and Braathen et al. (2004). Clast materials are frag-
ments of carbonate formed by brittle failure. The breccia matrix
consists of either finely crushed limestone fragments in a gouge
(mud fraction fault rock), fine breccia (Billi, 2005) exhibiting
varying degrees of cementation (CB), or shale; the latter giving rise
to shale supported breccias (SCB) (Fig. 1b,c). In this study gouge
was observed as very fine, crushed carbonate material and thin
(<1 mm) membranes of sheared calcareous clay along faults. Shale
smears are shale layers dragged into the fault, aligned parallel to
fault dip and connected to a source shale layer (Lindsay et al.,
1993). Secondary mineral precipitation was observed in the
shape of calcite veins and void fillings and as pore space fill in
breccias (described above). In many places precipitated calcite
forms fault-parallel membranes and lenses, displaying the typical
crack-seal vein appearance advocated by Petit et al. (1999). In the
following descriptions the compositional elements are arranged
into fault facies such as lenses (Childs et al., 1997; Gabrielsen and
Clausen, 2001) and membranes (Braathen et al., 2009). Fault len-
ses are elongate pods of host rocks, fault rocks and/or calcite veins
which are completely separated from the surrounding fault
elements by slip surfaces with wall rocks (slip zones) (Fig. 1a).
Membranes are continuous, semi-continuous or patchy fault-
parallel sheets consisting of carbonate breccias, gouge, shale smear
or veins.

Overall fault geometries are classified in Fig. 2. The Type 1
geometry corresponds to faults with a simple geometry, which
further divides into planar geometry (1a) or fault cores that exhibit
jogs or bends of either releasing (1b) or restraining (1c) character.
Secondary shear fractures are classified according to their slip
direction relative to the main fault orientation (Petit, 1987; Bastesen
et al., 2009). These are termed R, P or R0 shears and correspond to
Type 2 a, b and c, respectively. Type 3 geometries are soft-linked
releasing (3a) or restraining (3b) overlap structures (Rykkelid and
Fossen, 2002; Ferrill and Morris, 2003), while Type 4 geometries
represent breached relays. Fault lenses are assigned to the Type 5.
The Type 6 geometry includes faults with multiple slip surface
zones, several lenses and complex intrinsic composition.

3. Methods

3.1. Database

The database analysed in this study includes a total of 103
extensional faults: 68 from western Sinai, 22 from Oman and 13
from Central Spitsbergen. Fault displacements range from 2.6 cm to
400 m, and fault core thicknesses from 1 mm to 11 m. For the
purpose of the present study, faults are termed “small” when the
displacement is smaller than 1 m, “moderate” when the displace-
ment is in the range of 1e10 m, and “large” for the range of
10e400 m. The faults are mainly exposed in 2D cliff sections. For
each fault core thickness, composition and the overall geometry
were recorded (Figs. 1 and 2). The thickness was measured normal
to the dip of the fault. Due to along-fault variations, the thickness
was measured in several places along individual fault outcrops,
covering the maximum and minimum thicknesses of the fault. This
yielded a database of 423 thickness points for a given displacement,
with assigned composition and geometry.

3.2. Fault core thickness

The precise boundaries of the fault core are in some cases
difficult to establish accurately (Childs et al., 2009). In such cases we
define the core as the part of the fault envelope accommodating the
bulk of the displacement and delimits it by identifying intervals
where sedimentary structures are significantly displaced (lenses)
or pervasively deformed (brecciated). The core can also consist
entirely of precipitated calcite along one or more fractures (Fig. 1a).
In some cases, the fault core and host rock are separated by a slip
surface, in other cases this transition may be gradual, forming



Fig. 1. a) Schematic fault core with lithologies and geometries typically encountered in small to moderate offset extensional faults in fine grained carbonates. The fault core area is
defined by the bold lines, whereas the surrounding rock is deformed in the damage zone. The upper part of the fault core consists mainly of calcite veins and shale gouge (see inset),
where the calcite veins are truncated by slip surfaces coated with gouge to form sheared calcite veins and lenses. The middle part of the core is dominated by membranes of
carbonate breccias, while the lower part hosts shale smear and associated breccias that are arranged in composite lenses. b) Ternary compositional facies diagram based on three
end members; shale smear (SS), secondary calcite (SCa) and carbonate breccia (CB). Fault cores with combinations of these elements are represented within the diagram. In cases
where all three elements are observed, the fault core is described as a composite facies core that plots in the middle of the diagram. c) Table explaining the abbreviations of the fault
core composition.
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a fault core-damage zone transition (Billi et al., 2003). Relay
structures and fault bends require additional criteria, in that they
offer increased complexity. Breached relays were measured as
single fault strand; in un-breached relays the two fault strands
were measured individually.
3.3. Fault displacement

Measuring displacement is fairly straightforward, in cases
where the fault displacement does not exceed the height of the
outcrop. For larger faults, with displacements exceeding the height



Fig. 2. Geometric classification scheme, showing possible geometries encountered in extensional faults. The diagram spans from planar faults (1a) to fault with complexities; such
as fault bends (1b,c), complex faults with splay structures (2), overlap structures (3), breached overlap (4), lenses (5), and multiple fault strands (6).
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of the exposure, local and/or regional stratigraphy and formation
thickness data must be used. Thus stratigraphic offset can be esti-
mated by applying the overall geometry of the fault, such as dip,
position of relay structures, and fault drag. The accuracy of this
method is dependent on the level of stratigraphic details available
and, consequently, the precision of the estimated displacement
commonly decreases with increasing displacement.

4. Geological setting

4.1. Western Sinai

The studied faults are located in carbonates exposed in the
eastern, exhumed flank of the Suez Rift (Figs. 3a and 4). The region
is characterized by large fault blocks (e.g. Hammam Faraoun and El
Qaa) bounded by basement-involved, west-facing extensional
master faults (Coastal fault belt and Eastern boundary fault belt)
with kilometre-scale displacement (Moustafa and Abdeen, 1992;
Sharp et al., 2000; Jackson et al., 2006). These large fault blocks
are broken up by subsidiary faults with maximum displacement of
a few hundred metres. The main period of fault movement, as
recorded by syn-rift deposits, occurred during the Oligocene to
mid-Miocene (e.g. Robson, 1971; Patton et al., 1994; Bosworth et al.,
2005). Faults included in the present database were found in the
Hammam Faraoun and El Qaa fault blocks (Fig. 4a).

Carbonates form a substantial part of the w500 m thick late
Cretaceous to early Tertiary El Egma Group (Moustafa and Abdeen,
1992; Bosworth et al., 2005), which can be further subdivided into



Fig. 3. a). Location of the Sinai study area (star), showing the current plate tectonic setting of the region. Arrows indicate relative plate motion. b) Tectonic map of the eastern part of
the Arabian Peninsula, showing the Hajjar mountain chain and the anticline structures of the study areas of the Adams Foothills in central Oman. The Jebel Madar (east) and Jebel
Quasaybah (west) study areas are denoted with stars. c) Tectonic map of the Spitsbergen island, showing large faults, including the Billefjorden fault zone (BFZ) and the map
distribution of pre-Carboniferous, late Palaeozoic and Mesozoic to Tertiary bedrock units. The star locates the study area.
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the Sudr, Esna, Thebes, Darat and Tanka formations (Fig. 4b). Most
data points for the present study were collected from faults in the
Sudr, Thebes, Darat and Tanka formations. The Thebes Formation
(Said, 1960; Kuss et al., 2000) is a massive, deep water, fossiliferous
limestone, characterized by abundant bands and concretions of
chert and layers of marl. The formation exhibits significant lateral
variation, both in composition and thickness (Moustafa and
Abdeen, 1992), changing from deep marine, massive micrite
horizons in the north to cherty micritic wackestone in the south
(Moustafa, 2004). The unit exhibits successions of massive lime-
stone and heterogeneous intervals of bedded chert, marl, lime-
stones and 10e50 cm calcareous clay beds. The Thebes Formation
forms a minor reservoir, cap rock and potential source to the
hydrocarbon fields of the central Suez Rift (Alsharhan, 2003). The
Darat Formation consists of a succession of massive chalky lime-
stones and 0.5e2m thick limestone beds intercalated with 1e5 cm
muddy to clayey limestone and up to 0.5 m thick calcareous clay
units. The Tanka Formation is a brilliantly white, bedded, chalky
limestone with thin layers of flaky marl, deposited in a shallow
intertidal environment. This unit is only exposed in the northern
and central part of the Hammam Faraoun block, and is missing in
southern parts of the region due to uplift and rift-shoulder erosion
(Moustafa, 2004).

4.2. Central Oman

The study site is located in the carbonate platform of the
Adams Foothills. The investigated faults are situated in the two
mountain areas separated by a distance of 100 km; the Jebel
Quasaybah and the Jebel Madar (Fig. 3b) (Grélaud et al., 2006).
Jebel Quasaybah is located at the western end of a 70 km long,
EeW oriented anticline (Fig. 3b), whereas Jebel Madar is formed
by a local salt dome (Immenhauser et al., 2007). Outcrops are
found in the hillsides and along valleys cutting into folded and
faulted carbonates of Jurassic to Cretaceous age (Scott, 1990;
Wagner, 1990). The structural configuration reflects the early
Tertiary plate-scale closure of the southeastern Persian Gulf
(Hanna, 1990), with major detachment folds located above blind
thrusts located in Paleozoic salt layers (Al-Kindi et al., 2006).
Within the major folds, there are smaller faults, distinguishable
as steeply dipping normal and strike-slip faults and thrust faults.
Faults are also located along the hinges of regional folds associ-
ated with salt diapir-driven flexuring (Montenat et al., 2000;
Immenhauser et al., 2007).

Faults at the studied sites are hosted by early to middle Creta-
ceous carbonates (Grélaud et al., 2006). These can be divided into
three units, from base to top: the Shuaiba, Nahr Umr, and Natih
formations (Alsharhan and Nairn, 1997; Grélaud et al., 2006). The
Shuaiba Formation (40e125 m thick) is characterized by massive
limestones consisting of packstones and wackestone beds, whereas
the Nahr Umr Formation (150m thick) is a thick green shale section
with some thin beds of micritic and marly limestones. The upper-
most Natih Formation (350 m) consists of layered mudstone and
wackstones/packstones (Alsharhan and Nairn, 1997).

4.3. Central Spitsbergen (Svalbard)

The dataset from Spitsbergen was collected from a rift-basin
found in the inner parts of the Billefjorden area (Fig. 3c). Several
phases of tectonic activity have been reported from the basin
bounding master fault system, the NeS trending Billefjorden fault
zone (e.g. McCann and Dallmann, 1996). Of special interest to this
study is mid- to late-Carboniferous to Permian (?) extension
causing the formation of the Billefjorden Trough; a more than
2000 m deep and 30e40 km wide, asymmetric rift-basin filled by
mixed clastic, carbonates and evaporites (Johannessen and Steel,
1992; Maher and Braathen, in press). Syn-rift deposits are found
in the Ebbadalen and Minkinfjellet formations, whereas the Wor-
diekammen Formation constitutes the late-rift succession. The
latter unit reflects a transition to a regional, stable platform setting
that prevails in Spitsbergen and the Barents Shelf (Pickard et al.,
1996; Samuelsberg et al., 2003). The faults studied are formed in
the late Carboniferous to Permian Wordiekammen Formation. This
unit consists of 1e10 m thick micrite layers that may be subdivided
into the so-called “black crags” (Pickard et al., 1996). The crags are
separated by m-thick calcareous shales and wacke/packstones. The
base of the Wordiekammen Formation is in many places charac-
terized by breccia pipes known as the “Fortet Breccia Formation”.
These pipes represent paleo-karst breccias formed due to collapse
into cavities which were formed due to extensive karstification of



Fig. 4. a) Geological map of the Sinai field area, adopted from Moustafa (2004). Red squares indicate areas where faults have been studied. CBF e coastal fault belt, EBFB e eastern
boundary fault belt. b) Simplified stratigraphical column of western Sinai, highlighting the carbonate succession of the El Egma Group. c) Stereographic plot (lower hemisphere, equal
area stereo net) showing the orientation of the studied faults. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to thewebversion of this article).
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underlying gypsum in the late Carboniferous Minkinfjellet Forma-
tion (Eliassen and Talbot, 2003).
5. Field data

5.1. Faults in Western Sinai

The majority of the studied extensional faults in western Sinai
are oriented NWeSE, i.e. parallel to the regional structural grain
(Fig. 4c). Some faults oriented NeS and NEeSWwere also observed.
Most faults juxtapose pre-rift carbonates, with a few exceptional
faults that juxtapose the Tanka Formation with syn-rift sedimen-
tary rocks. The majority of fault outcrops were observed in the
Thebes and Darat formations, but some faults juxtapose the Sudr
and/or Esna formations (shale) with the Thebes Formation. The
limestone beds fall into two categories; 1) massive- to bedded-
limestone (Thebes, Sudr and Tanka formations) and 2) interbedded
limestone shale (Darat Formation). The displacement on the
studied faults is listed in Table 1.

5.1.1. Small offset faults
Small faults in themassive limestone beds of Darat, Thebes, Sudr

and Tanka formations have a geometry characterized by straight
and slightly curved fault segments (Fig. 5a,b). Lenses and fault
splays appear in breached fault overlaps and near fault bends. In
most cases the fault core in these carbonates is composed of
membranes of calcite veins and thin (mm) clay gouge along slip
surfaces. Fault cores dominated by veins of crystalline calcite were
identified as a fault core facies in approximately 70% of all studied
small faults in Sinai. Most of these veins are cut by multiple fault-
parallel shear fractures, and are therefore classified as sheared
calcite veins. In many cases, these sheared calcite veins are asso-
ciated with thin clay gouge membranes and calcite gouge
membranes associated with striated slip surfaces. The latter are
commonly positioned along the fault core to host rock boundary.



Table 1
Summary of fault core data from the Sinai study area. For each studied fault the displacement, maximum and minimum thicknesses, fault core composition and geometry are
listed. Abbreviations are given in Fig. 1.

Fault
loc.

Displacement
(cm)

Thickness
(cm)

Protolith Fm. Fault
geometry

Fault core
composition

Small offset faults
(>1 m)

Si1 4 0.3e0.7 Calcareous clay-limestone Darat 1a SCa þ G
Si2 11 0.7e3.3 Calcareous clay-limestone Darat 1a SCa þ SS
Si3 11 0.7e1.9 Calcareous clay-limestone Darat 5 SCa þ SS
Si4 2.6e12 0.2e2.5 Bedded limestone Tanka 1c&5 SCa þ SS
Si5 13 0.5e1.3 Calcareous clay-limestone Darat 1b SCa þ SS
Si6 14 1.5e2.8 Bedded limestone Tanka 3a, 1c SCa þ SS
Si7 17 2e2.4 Calcareous clay-limestone Darat 1a SCa þ SS
Si8 21.5 0.4e5 Calcareous clay-limestone Darat 1a&5 SCa þ SS
Si9 4e23 1e22 Limestone-clay-chert Darat 1b&3a CB þ G
Si10 25 0.5e2 Bedded limestone Tanka 1a SCa þ G
Si11 2.6e27.3 1.3e3.25 Bedded limestone Tanka 1c SCa
Si12 10e29 0.7e1.2 Calcareous clay-limestone Darat 1a SCa þ SS
Si13 32 1.8e3 Bedded limestone Tanka 1a SCa
Si14 25e33 0.2e2.4 Calcareous clay-limestone Tanka 4 SCa þ SS
Si15 35 0.3e1.5 Bedded limestone Tanka 2c SCa þ G
Si16 26e37 2.6e9.5 Calcareous clay-limestone Darat 1b CB þ SS
Si17 37 9e23 Bedded limestone Tanka 3a CB þ G þ SCa
Si18 40 2.8e7.3 Bedded limestone Tanka 1a SCa
Si19 3e41 0.1e1.5 Calcareous clay-limestone Darat 2a & 5 G þ SS
Si20 38e45 0.1e0.4 Bedded limestone Tanka 1a G
Si21 49 0.2e2.7 Bedded limestone Tanka 1a SCa þ G
Si22 40e59 1.5e13 Bedded limestone Thebes 4 Composite
Si23 60 1e10 Calcareous clay-limestone Darat 1b Composite
Si24 53e68 0.2e10 Calcareous clay-limestone Darat 2c & 5 SCa þ SS
Si25 75 2e4.7 Calcareous clay-limestone Tanka 5 SCa þ SS
Si26 75 0.8e9.5 Bedded limestone Tanka 1a SCa
Si27 80 1.5e9 Calcareous clay-limestone Darat 1a Composite
Si28 80 2e7 Massive limestone Thebes 3a SCa þ G
Si29 80 0.5 Massive limestone Thebes 1a G
Si30 80 1.2e6.5 Bedded limestone Tanka 1a&5 SCa
Si31 35e95 2.2e4.5 Calcareous clay-limestone Tanka 1a&2a SCa þ SS
Si32 95 0.4e7 Calcareous clay-limestone Thebes 1b Composite

Moderate offset
faults (1 me10 m)

Si33 100 1.3e12 Bedded limestone Tanka 1b CB þ SCa
Si34 105 2.9e13 Bedded limestone Tanka 1a&5 SCa þ SS
Si35 68e109 2.5e12 Calcareous clay-limestone Thebes 1a&5 SS þ Composite
Si36 3e114 0.2e13.1 Calcareous clay-limestone Tanka 4 SCa þ SS
Si37 115 2e13 Massive limestone Thebes 5 CB þ SCa
Si38 70e135 0.1e14 Calcareous clay-limestone Darat 2a & 5 CB þ SCa þ SS
Si39 120e140 1e15 Shale-limestone Darat 1a Composite
Si40 140 3e5 Bedded limestone Tanka 1b CB þ SS þ Composite
Si41 100e150 2e6 Shale-limestone Darat 2a SS
Si42 150 0.8e10 Massive limestone Thebes 1c, 5 G
Si43 150 0.1e6 Massive limestone Thebes 4 Sca þ G
Si44 150 1.8e5.1 Bedded limestone Tanka 2a&2b Sca þ G
Si45 190 2.3e5.8 Calcareous clay-limestone Darat 1a SCa þ SS
Si46 200 1.1e1.4 Massive limestone Thebes 2c G
Si47 220 1.3e13 Massive limestone Thebes 1a Sea
Si48 250 0.2e6 Massive limestone Thebes 1a CB þ G
Si49 250 2.6e11.5 Bedded limestone Tanka 1a SCa þ SS
Si50 100e260 0.6e55 Calcareous clay-limestone Darat 2c & 5 SCa þ SS þ G
Si51 150e280 3e50 Massive limestone Thebes 3b CFR
Si52 350 2e7 Limestone-clay-chert Thebes 2b & 5 CB þ SCa þ G
Si53 400 2e9.9 Shale-limestone Darat 1a SS þ Composite
Si54 450 5e50 Calcareous clay-limestone Darat 5 CB þ Composite
Si55 450e500 4.5e7.8 Bedded limestone Darat 1a Composite
Si56 560 1.3e27 Massive limestone Thebes 2b & 5 CB þ SCa þ G
Si57 600 10e25 Limestone-clay-chert Thebes 5 Composite
Si58 600 10.4 Shale-limestone Darat 1a SS

Large offset
faults (<10 m)

Si59 1000 6e28.6 Bedded limestone Tanka 1a&5 CB þ SCa
Si60 1600 1.4e15 Massive limestone Thebes 5,2a CB þ G
Si61 2800 15e20 Limestone-clay-chert Thebes 1a Composite
Si62 3000 1e38 Limestone-clay-chert Thebes 1a, 5 CB þ SCa þ G
Si63 3500 4e30 Massive limestone Thebes 5 CB þ SCa
Si64 5000 21e23 Limestone-clay-chert Thebes 5 CB
Si65 23000 70e195 Limestone-chalk-shale Sudr-Thebes 7 CB þ Composite
Si66 25000 15e110 Bedded limestone Tanka 7 CB
Si67 35000 1100 Shale (Esna) Sudr -Thebes 7 SS
Si68 40000 100e490 Limestone shale Tanka-Thebes 7 CB þ SS
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Calcite vein membranes are generally fairly continuous along
the fault core. Their thickness varies from 0.5 to 13 cm, with the
largest thickness related to fault bends where lens shaped vein
bodies are formed. In most of these lenses the vein lamination
Fig. 5. Examples of small and moderate offset faults observed in Sinai, Egypt. a) Fault w
Formation). The fault has jogs, which are characterized by thick breccia pods next to chert la
b) Fault with 1.5 m displacement showing a fault core of calcite veins (SCa) and shale s
microstructures of a sheared calcite vein collected from a fault withw2 m displacement. The
cut by numerous curved fractures (slip surfaces). The fractures are associated with thin slive
contact. The lowermost part is a cemented carbonate breccia (CCB). d) Fault with 4 m displac
a prominent slip surface with well developed shale smears (SS), gouge (G) and breccia (CB
footwall and hanging wall.
curves similar to the lens shape, and the central part of the calcite
filled lens exhibits open voids with sparry calcite.

In thin section, sheared calcite veins are seemed to consist of
a matrix of crystalline calcite cross-cut by fractures that, in some
ith 20 cm displacement hosted in marly limestone, chert and chalk layers (Thebes
yers. Thin slip zones characterize more planar parts of the fault in the limestone layers.
upported carbonate breccia (SCB). c) Mosaic of photomicrographs that displays the
upper part is a cemented gouge (SCa þ G), neighbouring a zone of calcite crystals (SCa)
rs of gouge and protolith rock, probably derived from shearing along the vein-protolith
ement cutting through marl and shale prone parts of the Darat Formation. The fault has
) membranes. Note lens formation near the fault bend and the drag of layering in the



Fig. 6. a) Photograph of faultwith ca. 25mdisplacement hosted in the Thebes Formation.
The fault is oriented NWeSE and dips towards the SW. Details of the fault core are: (i)
Localized fault core with secondary calcite veins and gouge, (ii) distributed slip zones
bounding a protolith lens, and (iii) carbonate fault rock lens. b) Large (w200 m displace-
ment) fault juxtaposing the Thebes and Sudr formations. The fault core has two main
elements; shale smear layers derived from the Esna shale and layers of cemented breccias
derived from limestones and cherts of the Thebes Formation. c) Large fault (w250 m
displacement) juxtaposing theThebes Formationwith the Sudr Formation. The upper part
of the exposure is characterized by fault slip zones bounding lenses of carbonate breccia
and host rock. The lower part consists of shale smear derived from the Esna Formation.
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cases, are coatedwith a thin (w1mm)membrane of gouge (Fig. 5c).
Inside the crystalline calcite vein, <1 mm thin lenses/slivers of host
rock limestone can be observed.

Carbonate breccias are commonly found in lenses and typically
consist of coarse, clast-supported breccia that shows extensive
calcite cementation. These lenses are especially common near fault
bends related to chert bands of the Thebes Formation (Fig. 5a).

In shale prone carbonates (Darat and parts of Thebes formations),
small faults appear as bifurcated, splayed and bended (Fig. 5a). In
these faults, lenses occur as partly shattered limestones that
commonly are found along complex fault overlap zones. Shale
smears, together with fault rocks lenses and calcite veins, locally
form composite fault cores. The shale smears show variable
smearing potential, depending on the thickness of the shale proto-
liths. Shale smear factors (Lindsay et al., 1993) are typically around 4.

5.1.2. Moderate offset faults
In faults with moderate offset, calcite veins occur as broken up

lenses and/or juxtaposed with other fault core facies, such as
breccias and shale smears (Fig. 5b,d). Carbonate breccias are more
common compared to small faults, constituting 35% of the core
facies. The breccia matrix mostly consists of calcite gouge that is
cemented, but in the shale prone units breccias are also shale
supported. The carbonate breccias are arranged in semi-continuous
membranes or as highly elongated lenses, bound by slip zones,
often in association with shale smears and calcite veins.

5.1.3. Large offset faults
Faults featuring 10e50 m displacements were only observed in

the massive parts of the Thebes Formation. These are characterized
by relatively thin fault cores (2e50 cm) consisting of membranes of
fine grained (sub-mm clast size) carbonate gouge/breccias, thin
clay gouge, calcite veins and fault rock lenses (Fig. 6a). The lenses
are 2e5 m long and may be 20e50 cm thick, consisting of fine
grained to coarse grained breccias.

In large faults with more than 100 m displacement, shale smears
of the approximately 50m thick Esna and Thal formations (between
Darat and Tanka formations) are common (Fig. 6b,c). These faults
may be totally dominated by shale smear, and the thickness of
observed shale layers in cores are up to 11 m in large faults juxta-
posing the upper Sudr to the Darat formations. However, common
thicknesses are around 0.5e3 m. In some cases these shale smears
are associated with thick layers of coarse grained fault breccias,
partly shattered limestone and calcite veins along slip surfaces. They
are classified as composite fault cores (Fig. 6b). In larger faults or in
positions far away from the source shale layer of the Esna shale, the
displacement exceeds the smearing potential of the shale. Fault
cores in these cases are dominated by breccia membranes and thin
and patchy lenses/pockets of shale (Fig. 6c). All large faults are
accompanied by awell-defined damage zone consisting of fractures,
small and partly moderate faults, and, locally stylolites.

5.2. Faults in central Oman

Faults studied at the Jebel Madar locality are mostly NeS and
NEeSW oriented, steep and defining horst-and-graben structures
parallel to the salt diapir fold crests (Fig. 7a,b). In this locality the
displacement of the studied faults varies between 10 cm and 300 m,
butmay bemuch larger in other parts of the JebelMadar (Fig. 7a and
Table 2a). In the Jebel Quasaybah area, data were collected from an
array of extensional faults, dipping 60�e80�, bounding NeS trend-
ing narrow graben structures. These faults are found inwell bedded
Natih Formation units (Fig. 7b). The range of displacements range
from this area is between 10 cm and 50m. Similar to the Sinai faults,
geometry and compositional characteristics vary as a function of the



Fig. 7. a) Map of the Jebel Madar area modified from Immenhauser et al. (2007). The
Jebel Madar forms a dome shaped anticline, with associated extensional faults. The
studied localities are indicated by boxes. b) Stereo plots of faults studied in the Jebel
Quasaybah (i) and Jebel Madar (ii) localities, showing a steep NeS orientation of the
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protolith carbonate rock. For example, the mud-rich carbonates of
Natih Formation (in Jebel Madar), exhibit faults with thin and
localized fault cores. The faults typically feature a curved and well-
defined slip surface, similar to some of the thin, large faults in the
massive parts of Thebes Formation of Sinai. In contrast, faults in the
massive and stiff limestone layers of the Shuaibah Formation
exclusively host fault cores of massive thick membranes of cemen-
ted breccias and/or sheared calcite veins. Shale smear is not
observed to the same degree as in the faults of Sinai.

5.2.1. Small and moderate offset faults
Calcite precipitations dominate small faults observed in the

Shuaibah and Natih formations of Jebel Qusaybah. They are char-
acterized by sheared veins similar to those studied in Sinai.
Carbonate breccias are formed as discontinuous lenses in small
faults (Fig. 7c) and form semi-continuous membranes in faults with
more than 2 m displacement. At the Jebel Qusaybah site, the
moderate offset faults are composed of coarse breccias. Typically,
limestone breccia clasts are separated by a pattern of conjugated
Riedel and anti Riedel veins of red/brown coloured calcite (Fig. 7d).
Fault cores with this pattern are characterized by a gradual tran-
sition from fault core to damage zone, without any clear slip surface
boundary. Conversely, in the Natih Formation of the Jebel Madar
site, moderate to large offset faults appear as narrow zones con-
sisting of discrete slip surfaces associated with a thin fault gouge,
and are rarely associated with calcite precipitations. Carbonate
breccias are commonly discontinuously distributed as lenses or
pockets along the fault core margins.

5.2.2. Large offset faults
With increasing slip, the fault cores of the large faults of Jebel

Quasaybah are associatedwith several slip surfaces boundingunits of
fine grained breccias embedded in coarse grained breccias of
red/brown calcite (Fig. 7d). Typically, fine grained breccias appear
along slip surfaces towards the footwall. A second type of large offset
fault consists entirely of slip surfaces hosting crystalline calcite veins.
These fault cores are observed in the Jebel Madar site and have
thicknesses ranging from 50 to 300 cm. And some veins extend for
approximately 100m in strike direction. The calcite veins are sheared
by numerous parallel and corrugated slip surfaces. This shearing
causes a compartmentalization of sheets with different calcite
textures, from fine grained crushed and brecciated calcite to large
undeformed blocky and acicular crystals that can be 30 cm in length.
Theblockycrystals areorientedperpendicular to theslipsurfaces, and
grow into fault-parallel voids, whereas acicular crystals exhibit radial
growth directions, initiating from protolith clasts. The slip zones are
characterized by sub-mm gouge membranes and thicker zones con-
sisting entirely of crystalline calcite breccias.

5.3. Faults in Central Spitsbergen

Themajority of faults are observed in intact, but highly fractured
and semi-brecciated limestone of the Wordiekammen Formation
and Fortet Breccia member. Pressure solution contacts are seen in
both lithologies, indicating a deeper maximum burial of the rocks,
in contrasts to the Sinai and Oman areas. This is expected since the
rocks are older and have undergone several burial and un-roofing
events (Steel and Worsley, 1984; Maher and Braathen, in press).
faults. c) Fault from the Jebel Madar with 1.20 m displacement hosted in the Shuaiba
Formation. The fault core is dominated by irregular secondary calcite veins and patches
of cemented carbonate breccia and gouge. d) Fault with approximately 25 m
displacement hosted in well bedded Natih Formation at the Jebel Quasaybah site. The
fault core consists of a thick layer of well cemented carbonate breccias, there is a fine
grained breccia close to the footwall, grading into a coarse grained proto-breccia
towards the hanging wall.



Table 2
Summary of fault core data from the Oman (A) and Spitsbergen (B) study areas. For
each studied fault the displacement, maximum and minimum thicknesses, and fault
core characteristics are listed. Abbreviations are as follows; G-gouge membrane;
SCa-secondary calcite; CFR-carbonate fault rock; SS-shale smear.

Displacement
(cm)

Thickness
(cm)

Protolith Fault
geometry

Fault core
composition

Oman
Om1 18 13e22 Bedded limestone 3b SCa
Om2 40 18 Bedded limestone 1c SCa
Om3 70 5e13.5 Bedded limestone 1a SCa
Om4 70 2e10 Bedded limestone 3a CB
Om5 100 20 Bedded limestone 1b SCa
Om6 100 10 Bedded limestone 1c CB
Om7 100e130 5e38 Bedded limestone 1b&5 CB þ SCa þ G
Om8 150 12e40 Bedded limestone 3a CB
Om9 300 20e25 Bedded limestone 1a SCa þ SS
Om10 300 13e35 Bedded limestone 1a CB
Om11 100e350 12e23 Bedded limestone 2a SCa
Om12 400 2e40 Bedded limestone 2c CB
Om13 630 21e29 Bedded limestone 2b SCa
Om14 1000 15e25 Bedded limestone 1a SCa þ CB
Om15 1000 100e110 Bedded limestone 2c CB
Om16 1500 2e16 Bedded limestone 1a CB þ G
Om17 1800 160e180 Bedded limestone 2c CB
Om18 2000 170e200 Bedded limestone 7 CB
Om19 2000 75 Bedded limestone 7 CB
Om20 4200 150e170 Bedded limestone 7 CB
Om21 11500 70e200 Bedded limestone 7 CB þ SCa
Om22 28800 400 Bedded limestone 7 CB

Spitsbergen
Sv1 15 6e9 Limestone shale 4&5 CB
Sv2 17 0.1e1.1 Limestone shale 1a CB þ G
Sv3 22 5e8 Limestone shale 4 CB
Sv4 34 0.5e15 Limestone shale 1a CB þ SCa
Sv5 45 0.6e13 Limestone shale 4&2a,1b CB
Sv6 50 0.5e8 Limestone shale 2c & 4 CB þ G
Sv7 80 2e4 Limestone shale 4 CB
Sv8 100 17 Breccia pipe 2a CB
Sv9 130 80 Breccia pipe 2a CB
Sv10 135 0.3e17 Limestone shale 4&5 CB þ G
Sv11 400 0.3e40 Breccia pipe 5&1a CB þ G
Sv12 540 7.5e59 Limestone shale 5&1a CB þ G
Sv13 20 000 350 Collapse breccia

and limestone
7 CB þ G

Fig. 8. Field localities from the Central Spitsbergen area. a) Geological map of the inner
Billefjorden area, with a simplified stratigraphic legend. b) Stereographic plot of
orientation of faults studied in Billefjorden, indicating a general NeS trend parallel to
the regional grain. c) Fault with 1.35 m displacement that juxtaposes a fossiliferous
grainstone with a micrite. The measuring stick is 1 m. The left inset photograph shows
a complex fault core composed of thick shale supported breccia and gouge
membranes. The right inset photograph shows a localized fault core within
a restraining bend. The fault core is here a thin membrane consisting of a fine grained
shale supported carbonate breccia (SCB).
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The dataset covers faults trending NWeSE, NeS and NEeSW,
which is parallel to the local and/or regional structural grain
(Fig. 8a,b). The faults are located near Pyramiden and at Fortet,
which both host karst breccias. At the Pyramiden site, one master
fault (major segment within the Billefjorden fault zone) cuts
through the entire Wordiekammen Formation, and stratigraphic
correlation suggests a throw exceeding 250 m. Of the 13 faults
studied, most reveal geometries of overlapping and breached
segments, fault splays and lenses (Table 2b).

5.3.1. Small and moderate offset faults
In contrast to the faults in Sinai and Oman, the small faults in

Spitsbergen exhibit breccias and generally lack the extensive
calcite veins. The overall observation is steep, localized fault cores
consisting of carbonate breccias, with a jagged boundary towards
a densely fractured (jointed) carbonate host rock. The fault orien-
tation and core geometry seem well connected with the orienta-
tion of joints. Fault breccias are mostly shale supported, but
bordered by a thin membrane of clay gouge (Fig. 8c). In some cases
there are cemented coarse grained breccias bound by striated slip
surfaces. Stylolites are localized to the contact between breccia
clasts, consistent with local pressure solution and calcite precipi-
tation in breccias. The bulk of the dataset shows fault core thick-
ness variations ranging from 0.1 to 15 cm.
5.3.2. Large offset faults
The outcrop of the master fault at the Pyramiden site

(250e300 m displacement) reveals a fault core and a hanging wall
damage zone comprising a 60 m wide zone of brecciated and
intensively fractured limestone. Bedding in both the footwall and
hanging wall dips 20�e40� towards the southeast, increasing
towards the fault core, indicating a normal drag towards the fault.
Extensional faults observed in the damage zone of the hanging wall
are therefore assumed to be rotated, in that extensional faulting
took place prior to or during folding; many of these faults are
described in the small to moderate offset fault section above. The
core thickness of this large fault is approximately 3.5 m. It consists
of amatrix-supported brecciawith limestone clasts of 0.1e1 cm, cut
by numerous slip surfaces with mm-thick gouge membranes.
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6. Facies and thicknessedisplacement analysis

In this section we summarize the distribution of fault facies for
the faults found in carbonate rocks of the three study areas. We
then evaluate the thickness/displacement relationships. Finally, we
compare the combined relationships between thickness/displace-
ment vs. geometry and composition.

6.1. Facies analysis

6.1.1. Composition
Of all the fault cores, regardless of field area and displacement,

34% consist of carbonate breccias, 22% are composed of shale
smears and 20% consist of sheared cement veins. Furthermore, 20%
of the cores have a combination of all the above mentioned
elements (composite core) (Fig. 9a). Only 5% of the faults consist of
Fig. 9. Facies distribution of fault core lithologies and geometries divided into displacement
b) Pie chart displaying the composition of all faults studied. c) and d) Pie charts displaying t
1e10 m, and 10e400 m.
gouge; however this element is commonly a minor volumetric
constituent in fault cores dominated by calcite veins or by slip
surfaces in larger faults. Separating the data into different fault
scales reveals that there is a gradual change of fault core facies
from small to large faults.

In the small faults the most common facies combination is that
of calcite veins and gouge (30%). Combinations of calcite veins and
shale smear are also common occupying 28% of the dataset,
whereas fault cores dominated by breccias constitute 21%.

In moderate offset faults a mixture of compositional elements,
such as smeared shale layers, cemented breccias and veins of
calcite, become more common (28%). Also, shale smear is more
frequent, probably related to more prominent thicker shale layers
that are dragged along faults. Furthermore, the calcite veins
become less apparent (13%) and carbonates breccias (35%) become
more common.
intervals. a) Lithological facies diagram similar to the classes of Fig. 1. with colour coding
he percentage of compositional and geometrical facies for fault offset ranges of 0e1 m,
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For large faults, breccias are the most common constituent
occupying 58%. There are fewer fault cores with only shale smear
(11%); however, many of the faults with composite facies elements
(16%) have a significant part consisting of shale. Cores with calcite
veins in combination with carbonate breccia occupy 16% of the
composition of this displacement range.

6.1.2. Geometry
The analysed dataset shows 30% planar fault segments, i.e.

segments without complexities (Fig. 9b). On the other hand, 70% of
the faults show complexities, ranging from fault splays, to lenses
and to multiple arrays of slip surfaces. Most of the planar fault
segments are found for small faults (37%), whereas this geometry
decreases with increasing displacement, constituting 25% for
moderate offset faults, and 16% of the large faults. The largest fault
with a planar geometry has 50 m displacement. Fault lenses are
observed in 20% of the small faults, whereas for moderate offset
faults lenses comprise 35% of the dataset. In large faults, lenses
again become less common. For large faults, nearly 50% of the cores
show multiple slip surfaces, which corresponds to the entire
dataset of faults with more than 100 m displacement.

6.2. Thicknessedisplacement relationships

From the 103 faults, 423 thickness measurements were made.
Out of these, 334 are from Sinai, 58 fromOman and 31 from Svalbard
(Fig. 10). The displacement along the observed faults ranges from
4 cm to 400 m, of which the majority (80%) of the faults exhibit
displacements below 10 m. Of these, a significant number (40%)
have displacements of less than 1 m (Fig. 10a). The thickness of the
fault cores increaseswith increasing displacement; for displacement
below 1 m the fault cores display thicknesses between 0.1 cm and
23 cm, for moderate offset faults the thickness varies between
Fig. 10. Displacement vs. thickness data from the three study areas. A) Histogram showin
Thicknessedisplacement diagram with logarithmic axes. Dashed lines illustrate orders o
prediction belt with basis in the best fit power law trend line. Note that the confidence belt
Average displacement against average thickness to displacement ratio of three displacement
decrease in thickness to displacement ratio for increasing displacement.
0.1 cm and 55 cm, and for large faults the thickness varies between
1 cm and 11m. For faultswithmore than 200mof displacement, the
minimum thickness is 50 cm, and thicknesses above 3 m are always
related to smearing of major shale layers.

The thickness/displacement relationship of all fault core
measurements shows that there is a positive correlation between
thickness and displacement with a linear correlation of
0.01 � D þ 0.067 (Fig. 10b). This trend is validated by a regression
value of R2 ¼ 0.45. For the same dataset, a power law line can be
calculated (aXb ¼ 0.29D0.56), where a 95% prediction belt indicates
a scatter covering more than three orders of thickness values.
Regression value (R2) for the power law line is 0.44. The exponent of
0.56 for the power law equation is consistent with smaller faults
having a relatively high thicknessedisplacement ratio,with a gradual
decrease in this ratio for larger faults. Inmore detail, the average plots
of the thicknessedisplacement (T/D) relationship for each of the
studied fault scales showa decrease fromD/32 of small faultswith an
averageof40cmdisplacement, toD/81 formoderateoffset faultswith
anaverageof2.3mdisplacement, and toD/267 for large faultswithan
average of 79 m displacement (Fig. 10c).
6.3. Facies combinations and thickness/displacement relationship

By combining the thickness/displacement data with the compo-
sitional and geometrical information we can go deeper into the fault
core characteristics (Fig. 11 and Table 3). In this analysis we use
arithmetic graphs to further investigate the relationship between
thickness/displacement and facies. These graphs are divided into
small (Fig. 11a,b), moderate (Fig. 11c,d) and large offset faults
(Fig. 11e,f). The combination of geometrical and compositional facies
is then compared (Table 3), for example by the average thickness
value for each displacement range that represents a reference value.
g the distribution of the displacement in intervals covering all the analysed faults. B)
f thickness/displacement relationships. The regression lines are displaying the 95%
shows a scatter of data over three orders of magnitude for any given displacement. C)
ranges (0e100, 100e1000, 1000e40000 cm). This plot suggests that there is a gradual
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Faultswith thicknessvaluesabove theaverageare termed thick faults,
whereas faults with values below are termed localized faults.

For the small faults (Fig. 11a,b) in the range of 4 cme100 cm
displacement, there is a poor correlation between the thickness and
the displacement, as indicated by the high scatter in data points
(Fig. 11a). The thickness range is from 1 mm to 23 cm. There is also
large variability of geometrical and compositional facies. However,
combinations such as planar faults with calcite veins and gouge are
far more frequent (79%) in the localized faults (thickness below
3.8 cm) than any other combination. For thick fault cores (above the
Fig. 11. A) Arithmetic displacement vs. thickness plotted using the same data points as show
as observed in outcrops. For analysis purposes the plots are divided into small (a,b) (0e1 m
four lower plots indicate the level of average thickness and the transition between planar l
average thickness of 3.8 cm) the dominant facies combinations are
carbonate breccias and calcite veins located to releasing bends, and
fault splays often having a lens shape. Thick planar cores are
dominated by smears of relatively thick shale layers and significant
accumulations of calcite veins.

Moderate offset faults (Fig. 11c,d) ranges in thickness from 1 mm
to 80 cm with an average of 11 cm. The thickness distribution is
skewed towards lower displacements, and there is an overall poor
correlation in the relationship between thickness and displace-
ment. Localized faults consist most commonly of planar segments
n in Fig. 10. The points are denoted with the lithological and geometrical characteristics,
), moderate (c,d) (1e10 m) and large offset (e,f) (10e400 m) faults. Dashed lines in the
ocalized fault cores and thick complex fault cores. For further description see the text.



Table 3
Table showing the combination of geometrical and compositional data of all the measured thickness points. The data is shown in the plots of Fig. 11, where the thickness/
displacement data is divided into small, moderate and large offset faults. The small faults have an average thickness of 3.8 cm; faults thicker than this are termed thick faults,
while faults with lower thicknesses are termed localized faults. The same principle is used for the moderate offset faults, where the average is 11 cm. Few measurements from
large faults make discrimination between localized and thick cores uncertain. Instead this group is divided into faults of 10e100 m displacement and faults of 100e400 m
displacement.

N % N %

Small offset faults (N [ 201)
Localized fault cores (T < 3.8 cm) Thick fault cores (T > 3.8 cm)
Planar Breccia 3 2% Planar Breccia 2 4%
Planar Gouge 26 19% Planar Cement veins 9 18%
Planar Cement veins 61 45% Planar Shale smear 6 12%
Planar Shale smear 20 15% Releasing bend Breccia 11 22%
Releasing bend Gouge 2 1% Releasing bend Gouge 1 2%
Releasing bend Shale smear 1 1% Releasing bend Cement veins 6 12%
Releasing bend Cement veins 1 1% Releasing bend Shale smear 2 4%
Restraining bend Gouge 2 1% Releasing bend Composite 2 4%
Restraining bend Cement veins 3 2% Restraining bend Cement veins 1 2%
Fault splay Cement veins 4 3% Fault splay Breccia 1 2%
Fault splay Shale smear 2 1% Fault splay Cement veins 4 8%
Overlap Breccia 1 1% Fault splay Shale smear 1 2%
Overlap Cement veins 1 1% Overlap Breccia 2 4%
Overlap Shale smear 3 2% Overlap Lenses 1 2%
Segment link Breccia 2 1%
Segment link Gouge 1 1%
Segment link Cement veins 1 1%
Lenses Shale smear 2 1%
Lenses Composite 1 1%
Moderate offset faults (N [ 160)
Localized fault cores (T < 11 cm) Thick fault cores (T > 11 cm)
Planar Breccia 9 9% Planar Breccia 4 8%
Planar Gouge 10 10% Planar Cement veins 9 18%
Planar Cement veins 37 37% Planar Shale smear 1 2%
Planar Shale smear 12 12% Releasing bend Cement veins 2 4%
Planar Composite 6 6% Fault splay Breccia 9 18%
Fault bends Breccia 2 2% Fault splay Cement veins 2 4%
Fault bends Gouge 2 2% Overlap Shale smear 1 2%
Fault bends Composite 1 1% Overlap Composite 2 4%
Fault splay Breccia 1 1% Overlap Host rocks 1 2%
Fault splay Gouge 2 2% Lenses Breccia 4 8%
Fault splay Cement veins 3 3% Lenses Composite 6 12%
Fault splay Shale smear 1 1% Lenses Host rocks 8 16%
Fault splay Composite 2 2% Lenses Cement veins 1 2%
Segment link Cement veins 1 1%
Segment link Shale smear 2 2%
Lenses Breccia 1 1%
Lenses Gouge 2 2%
Lenses Calcite 2 2%
Lenses Composite 2 2%
Lenses Host rocks 2 2%
Large offset faults (10e50 m disp.) All large faults (N [ 60)
Planar Cement veins 7 16% Planar Breccia 5 8%
Planar Gouge 6 14% Planar Cement veins 7 12%
Planar Breccia 5 11% Planar Gouge 6 10%
Planar Composite 1 2% Planar Composite 1 2%
R splay Breccia 2 5% R splay Breccia 2 3%
R’ splay Breccia 4 9% R0 splay Breccia 4 7%
Lenses Breccia 9 20% Lenses Breccia 9 15%
Lenses Host rock lens 5 11% Lenses Host rocks 5 8%
Multiple slip Breccia 5 11%
Major faults 100e440 disp
Multiple slip Breccia 9 56% Multiple slip Breccia 14 23%
Multiple slip Cement veins 3 19% Multiple slip Cement veins 3 5%
Multiple slip Shale smear 2 13% Multiple slip Composite 2 3%
Multiple slip Composite 2 13% Multiple slip Shale smear 2 3%
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with calcite veins, gouge and shale smear (59%). Another trend is
that planar faults hosting breccia membranes and composite facies
become more frequent (16%) than for small faults. For the thick
faults, lenses consisting of calcite veins, breccias and host rocks
combined with composite facies are the most common constitu-
ents (38%), whereas the combination of planar fault segments with
breccias, calcite veins and shale smear occupies 28% of the dataset.
The large faults are analysed in two groups faults with 10e100m
displacement andmajor faults with more than 100m displacement
(Fig. 11e,f). The reason for this separation is that there is a clear
difference in thickness and composition between these two groups,
with an average thickness of 43 cm for the faults between 10 and
100 m, and 223 cm for faults with displacement between 100 and
400 m. The separation between thick and localized faults of the
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entire dataset is influenced by this difference; smaller displace-
ment large faults occupy the domains of localized faults, whereas
the larger displacement faults occupy the thick fault domain. Faults
between 10 and 100m offset have a distributed facies combination;
with 41% of the dataset showing planar faults with breccias, gouge
and calcite veins. Faults with lenses of breccias and host rocks
occupy 31% of the dataset. The remaining data points consist of
breccia membranes cut by multiple slip surfaces, or faults
geometrically influenced by R splays.

The outcrops of the largest offset faults all display multiple
slip surfaces. Faults with a composition of breccias are by the far
most common (56%). The remaining faults are composed of
composite facies (13%), shale smear (13%), and calcite veins (19%).
Fault cores dominated by shale smear occupy the largest thick-
nesses (3.5 and 11 m).
7. Discussion

7.1. Displacementethickness relationships

The presented thickness/displacement dataset has a significant
scatter of data points (Figs. 10 and 11), revealing up to three orders
of magnitude of thicknesses for any given displacement. A similar
variation in the thickness/displacement relationships is commonly
observed and has been related to varying protoliths, mechanical
layering, depth of deformation, fault zone architecture (lenses and
anastomosing fracture network), strain widening and localization
processes (hardening vs. softening), and observation criteria
(Blenkinsop, 1989; Evans, 1990; Shipton et al., 2006; Wibberley
et al., 2008; Childs et al., 2009). This variation in thickness offers
significant uncertainty for example in the selection of input
parameters for reservoir fault seal assessments (Yielding et al.,
1997; Manzocchi et al., 1999, 2010; Sperrevik et al., 2002).
Fig. 12. Schematic representation of stages and mechanism for development of faults in car
thickness due to mechanical hardening of fault rocks related to crushing and frictional wear.
of asperities and relay structures. (iii) Increase in calcite vein thickness due to repeated d
incorporating several shale layers.
We address this variation by further classifying faults into
different compositional and geometrical facies, by that exploring
some factors controlling the thickness/displacement relationship.
Firstly, when comparing small, moderate and large offset faults, the
increase in thickness guided by displacement is lower for large
faults than for small faults (Fig. 10c). There is also a clear difference
in the average thickness/displacement ratio for these three
displacement ranges. Contrary to this, most publications address-
ing thickness/displacement relationships of faults indicate a linear
increase in thickness guided by displacement, i.e. the thickness/
displacement relationship is similar for all fault scales (e.g. Otsuki,
1978; Robertson, 1983; Scholz, 1987; Hull, 1988; Walsh et al., 1998),
which has been ascribed to a constant growth of the fault core
controlled by the fault rock rheology and strain hardening (Scholz,
1987; Hull, 1988). Our conclusion is that a power law correlation
with an exponent of approximately 0.6 can best represent the
general thickness to displacement relationship of fault cores in fine
grained carbonates. This trend line agrees with similar datasets,
such as that of Shipton et al. (2006), Braathen et al. (2009), Balsamo
and Storti (in press), and an unpublished study from fault core
thickness in sandstone of Sinai (Braathen and Skar, pers. comm.).
The variation in thickness for any given displacement (Fig. 10) can
be somewhat reduced by applying two different trend lines; one
line representing fault cores with a simple planar geometry and
a related simple composition, and a second trend line representing
complex, thicker fault cores commonly associated with fault jogs or
relay structures, or larger displacement (Fig. 12).
7.2. Fault styles and displacement

A number of studies address fault style in various sedimentary
rocks of varying degree of lithification (e.g. Childs et al., 1997;
Heynekamp et al., 1999; Agosta and Kirschner, 2003; Storti et al.,
bonates, based on literature and observations from the three study areas. (i) Increase in
(ii) Increase in carbonate fault rock thickness due to linkage, breaching and breakdown
ilational fracturing and precipitation of calcite cement. (iv) Thickening of the core by
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2003;Myers andAydin, 2004; Labaumeet al., 2004; Vander Zee and
Urai, 2005; Agosta and Aydin, 2006; Bonson et al., 2007; Benedicto
et al., 2008; Braathen et al., 2009; Bastesen et al., 2009). According to
Braathen et al. (2009),many of the fault characteristics are recurring
and therefore are globally representative, with the distinctive fault
zone elements represented by discrete structures, membranes and
lenses. Herein, we address the spatial patterns and distribution of
these elements in fault cores of fine grained carbonates.

Small offset faults (0,1e1 m) commonly have thin and localized
fault cores along straight segments, with membranes consisting of
calcite veins, gouge along shear fractures, and shale smear (Figs. 9
and 11). They often reveal linkage of segments where the fault
core becomes thicker, but these irregularities show a similar
composition as found along the localized segments.

For moderate offset faults (1e10 m), composite cores become
more common. Such cores are dominated by both host rock and
fault rock lenses surrounded by slip surfaces or slip zones offering
both gouge and breccias (Figs. 9 and 11).

For larger faults, a transition exists between 50 m and 100 m of
displacement. Faults with 10e50 m offset consist of relatively thin
localized membranes of sheared veins and fine grained breccias,
and with host rocks lenses similar to moderate offset faults. Larger
faults (>100 m offset) show thicker cores with multiple slip zones,
hosting significant breccias and shale membranes (Figs. 9 and 11).
Further, these cores show extensive calcite precipitation as cement
in breccias and in voids, and a prominent development of lenses.

In summary, for fault cores in fine grained carbonates the overall
pattern is that of fault initiation dominated by fractures filled with
calcite veins and thin shear fractures hosting gouge membranes
(Fig. 13). With increased fault offset, complexity increases with
breakdown of veins, more extensive fault rock membranes, and
a trend towards development of lenses.When offset exceeds 100m,
cores become complex with multiple slip zones, breccia and shale
smear membranes, and with lenses. There is also extensive calcite
cementation of rocks in the core. This general pattern reflects the
development of the fault with repeated activation during accu-
mulation of offset, as discussed below.

7.3. Core development related to fault displacement

Both the temporal and spatial development of fault cores, and
the related link to facies composition, is intricate and therefore only
Fig. 13. Average thickness/displacement plot of thick, geometrically-complex fault
cores (triangles) and thin localized fault cores (circles). Trend lines are indicated for the
two groups.
possible to discuss in general terms. The observed development in
style of extensional fault cores of fine grained carbonate rocks
seems influenced by the interplay of e (i) calcite dissolution and
precipitation, (ii) disaggregation of rocks (rheology), (iii) shale
smearing, and (iv) fault geometry (Figs. 1, 2 and 13).

The dominance of calcite veins in combination with gouge and
shale smear observed in the small and moderate offset faults is
likely related to the crack seal-slip-mechanism, which may be
ascribed to over pressurized fluids in fractures and small faults
(Petit et al., 1999). This mechanism is believed to occur in
mechanically strong host rocks, where evidence of multiple phases
of calcite vein precipitation suggests recurring fracturing and
subsequent re-sealing. Repeated slip-surface activation appears to
have taken place along the boundary between the host rock and the
calcite vein(s), as evidenced by the millimetre thick lenses of host
rock limestone and fault gouge surrounded by a crystalline calcite
matrix, which are observed along the slip surface. Our study
supports Petit et al.’s (1999) conclusion that these veins become
less common with increased fault slip, which could mimic higher
fluid permeability in larger offset faults. This is based on the
observation that the typical crack-seal related veins are common
for small faults. For larger faults, the veins become shattered, and
lenses of breccia and overlap structures filled with secondary
calcite become more common. However, there are contradicting
cases; in the Jebel Madar (Oman) area extensive calcite minerali-
zation was found along one of the large faults and similar miner-
alization is also described for faults and karst caves in the northern
part of the Jebel Madar (Montenat et al., 2000; Immenhauser et al.,
2007). This extensive calcite precipitation is assumed to be recent;
in that dating of calcite from the latter study suggests a Pleistocene
age. The secondary calcite is believed to have formed due to mixing
of deep-seated fluids with meteoric fluids (Immenhauser et al.,
2007). This suggests recent fault (re-)activation and that these
faults formed major fluid pathways during their active phases (see
also, Roberts and Stewart, 1994 and Bastesen et al., 2009).

Another factor affecting the precipitation of cement is the depth
of faulting, which controls the degree of pressure solution (Carrio-
Schaffhauser and Gaviglio, 1990; Peacock and Sanderson, 1995;
Micarelli et al., 2005; Benedicto et al., 2008). Pressure solution
may localize the fault zone, by dissolving carbonate material and
leaving insoluble shale gouge along the fault surface (Micarelli
et al., 2005; Benedicto et al., 2008). In this study, stylolites are
observed between clasts of the core but not along slip surfaces.
Further, for large faults, stylolitic surfaces are observed in the
damage zones. The fact that many faults experience a high degree
of calcite precipitation associated with shale gouge could also be
related to pressure solution around insoluble clay. This may explain
why carbonates with low shale content have fault cores with thin
membranes of shale gouge along slip surfaces, together with
sheared calcite veins.

Childs et al. (2009) advocate the link between fault develop-
ment and fault zone thickness. They show that fault zone width
varies from relay structures to fault cores, with the range of thick-
nesses encountered for relays observed to be as much as seven
orders of magnitude higher than for fault cores. Similarly, the fault
core thickness is distributed over three orders of magnitude (e.g.
Knott, 1994; Sperrevik et al., 2002). To explain this scatter Childs
et al. (2009) suggested that the fault is in general weakened by
the process of segmental growth of fault arrays due to linkage of
fault segments and progressive breakdown to fault rocks. In
parallel, the relative thickness is decreasing from un-breached fault
segment geometries to fault rock layers. Similar conclusions can be
drawn from this study; (i) in general, cores thicken with displace-
ment, and (ii) geometrically-complex faults display thicker cores
than individual planar fault segments.
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There are, however, changes in the pattern linked to the
displacement. Lenses are for instance more common for moderate
and large offset faults, contrary to small faults. The observed
threshold for lenses between small and moderate offset faults
could have several reasons; (i) the “lenses” of small faults are
mostly abraded from the walls of slip surfaces and are therefore
very small. Thereby, they are observed as rock fragments in gouge
rather than as separate elements. (ii) Small faults more commonly
consist of isolated segments within a fault array, with fault prop-
agation that is layer/rheology controlled. As these segments link
up with increased fault offset, lenses develop in segment linkage
areas (Lindanger et al., 2007). At the same time, the fault develops
towards a through going structure less affected by wall rock
rheology (e.g. Peacock and Sanderson, 1991; Ferrill and Morris,
2003; Schöpfer et al., 2006). As pointed out by Childs et al.
(2009), there is no objective means of determining whether
a fault-bounded host rock lens was formed by linkage of fault
segments and splays or breakdown of asperities and relay struc-
tures, in other words related to fault irregularity. But the observed
increased likelihood of encountering lenses in larger faults gives
general guidelines.

For moderate offset faults (1e10 m), composite fault cores
become more common. This could relate to shale layers that are
dragged along the fault and become juxtaposed with pre-existing
calcite veins and breccias. Alternatively, the smears are developed
in segment overlaps by shale layer rotation perhaps in parallel with
disintegration of stronger rocks into breccias along the slip zones.
Another trend is that the moderate offset faults have breccias that
form lenses/pockets, not through going membranes as commonly
found in large offset faults. This could be explained by the break-
down and disintegration of lenses with given positions within the
core, which results in localized breccias. Along a similar line,
breccias could relate to segment and splay linkage causing direct
disintegration of (strong) rocks in linkage areas. With increasing
offset, the development of the fault rocks in the core connects to the
number of disintegrated lenses and shattered linkage/irregularity
areas. If lenses and irregularities appear throughout the fault
evolution, the fault rocks would gradually become more wide-
spread and thereby start to form a multi-layer, progressively more
continuous membrane along the fault core. Further, the same fault
rocks would experience rejuvenation during fault events, devel-
oping internal thin shear zones or slip zones, hosting finer grained
fault rocks that surround fault rock lenses. These shear zones
commonly thin the fault rocks membranes. Both the shear zones in
fault rocks and the thinning of such rocks are frequently observed
in this study for faults with displacement between 10 and 100 m.

For faults with an offset exceeding 100 m, the common char-
acteristics is that of thicker cores with multiple slip zones and/or
slip surfaces, significant breccia and shale membranes, and
a prominent occurrences of lenses. In that lenses are common for
the large offset faults, the process of lens formation and lens and
fault irregularity breakdown seems continuous through the fault
evolution, as envisioned by Childs et al. (2009).

One exception to this is some extensional faults formed in
anticlines of Oman. There, faults show thick breccias for relatively
small displacements, which could relate to dilation across the crest
of anticlines at shallow level in the crust (Ferrill and Morris, 2003).
This illustrates that the forces (extension, compression) acting in
the fault core could influence both the core thickness and its
intrinsic composition. However, the fault core characteristics are
probably experiencing a stronger guidance by the mechanical
heterogeneity of wall rocks, especially for smaller offsets. With
increasing offset and better developed fault cores, the core lithol-
ogies and their developing rheology would also contribute (e.g.
Peacock and Sanderson, 1991; Schöpfer et al., 2006; Childs et al.,
2009). Finally, geometric effects arising from fault irregularities,
splaying and segmentation would be an important factor.
8. Conclusions

This work addresses the relationship between thickness and
displacement of fault cores in fine grained carbonates. We relate
this relationship to the fault geometry, and the fault core and host
rock lithology:

1) Fault in fine grained carbonates has geometries varying
between simple fault cores and fault cores comprising fault
splays, lenses, segment linkages and overlap structures.

2) Typical rocks representing the thickness of the fault core are
carbonate breccias, carbonate and shale gouge, shale smear,
secondary calcite cement and veins, and host rock lenses.

3) There is a large scatter in fault core thickness vs. displacement.
Generally, the fault core thickness increases with displacement
that may be expressed by a power law function (0.29D0.56). This
trend describes a gradual decrease in the thickness/displace-
ment relationship for increasing slip along faults. In more
detail, the general function is the sum of two (power law) trend
lines; the first representing thin localized fault cores with
generally simple and planar geometry, the second representing
thicker fault cores with complex geometry of lenses and
overlap structures and with rock membranes.

4) There is a significant change in composition and geometry from
small (0e1 m), to moderate (1e10 m) and to large offset faults
(10e400 m).
� Small faults have thin, localized fault cores along straight
segments, withmembranes consisting of calcite veins, gouge
along shear fractures, and shale smear. They often reveal
thicker segment linkage areas with a similar composition.

� Moderate faults commonly have composite cores dominated
by both host rock and fault rock lenses surrounded by slip
surfaces or slip zones with gouge and breccias.

� Large faults with 50 m and 100 m offset consist of relatively
thin localized membranes of sheared veins and fine grained
breccias, and with host rocks lenses. In contrast, larger faults
(>100 m offset) show thicker cores with multiple slip zones,
long breccia and shale membranes that often are cemented,
and lenses.

5) We envision that fault development is guided by forces
(extension, compression) acting in the fault, mechanical
heterogeneity of wall rocks, the core lithologies and their
developing rheology, and geometric effects arising from fault
irregularities.
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